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Abstract. Stochastic grammar has been used in many video analysis and event
recognition applications as an efficient model to represent large-scale video activity. However, in previous works, due to the limitation on representing parallel temporal relations, traditional stochastic grammar cannot be used to model
complex multi-agent activity including parallel temporal relations between subactivities (such as “during” relation). In this paper, we extend the traditional
grammar by introducing Temporal Relation Events (TRE) to solve the problem.
The corresponding grammar parser appending complex temporal inference is
also proposed. A system that can recognize two hands’ cooperative action in a
“telephone calling” activity is built to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
methods. In the experiment, a simple method to model the explicit state duration probability distribution in HMM detector is also proposed for accurate
primitive events detection.

1 Introduction
Activity recognition in video is a key problem in many computer vision applications,
such as video indexing and retrieval, intelligent surveillance, human computer interaction and intelligent robot. In most previous works, the bottom-up method based on
statistical learning is widely used. Some statistical tools were used to model the state
transition process in the feature space. HMM and DBN are the typical statistical models. In early work [5], HMM was used to recognize the sign language. In [6], the
authors exploited Coupled Hidden Markov Models to model more complicated interaction activity. In [7], the authors developed a Dynamically Multi-Linked Hidden
Markov Model (DML-HMM) to interpret group activities involving multiple objects
captured in an airport scene.
These statistical methods can model the activity automatically, but most works
focus on the short-term activities, and the basic premise of the approach is that the
observed feature sequence can be considered Markovian. However, the pure bottom-up method may fail due to the need of a large training data and the huge computation complexity of the model structure, when we consider a large temporal
scale activity.
Fortunately a complex large-scale activity often can be considered as a combination of several simple sub-activities that have explicit semantic meanings. So, as
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proposed in [3], the activity recognition task can be split into two steps: first bottomup statistical method can be used to detect simple sub-activities. Then the prior structure knowledge is used to construct a composite activity model.
In some examples, the prior structure knowledge has been combined into activity
model successfully. In [9], the authors made up several concept hierarchies of actions
to describe activities in an image sequence. In [10], the authors extended CASE that
was used for language understanding previously to represent complex temporal relations between sub-events. In [11], the author propose an event ontology for representing complex spatio-temporal events, then a new model called as Event Recognition
Language (ERL) was defined to represent the events of interest.
Stochastic grammar is also used to embed the prior structure knowledge. In [3], the
authors gave a set of special solutions for handling uncertain input and errors in primitive
detection. And some composite activities in gesture and surveillance applications were
used to demonstrate the effectiveness of grammar parsing. In [1], the rules of Blackjack card game were specified by stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG), which
was a multi-tasked activity including two player’s interaction. In [2], the Towers of
Hanoi task was analyzed by stochastic grammar, and the experiments demonstrated
the high-level parser could give feedback to influence low level tracking result. In
these studies, grammar method has shown some advantages for activity representation: (1) Event structures can be simply embedded in grammar productions. The representation is concise and easy understanding; (2) Many efficient parsing algorithms
have been studied in speech recognition and natural language processing, which can
be used for reference in computer vision; (3) Previous works have given good solutions to some problems appearing in computer vision application, such as the uncertainty input and various detection errors.
However, traditional stochastic grammar is only suited for the specification of temporally well-ordered activities. But different agents may play different roles simultaneously in many interaction activities. Traditional stochastic grammar may fail to
encode these parallel relations in the interaction activities.
In order to solve the above problem, we extend traditional stochastic grammar by
introducing Temporal Relation Event (TRE) and designing the corresponding parsing
algorithm. Experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our methods. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Extend traditional stochastic grammar to represent complex temporal relations
and an event ontology is used to instruct the foundation of activity grammar.
(2) Modify the parsing algorithm to adapt for the extended grammar, and the new
parser is compatible with traditional parsing.
(3) For primitive event detection, a simple alternative method is used to model the
explicit state duration probability distribution in the HMM detector. The detector
can identify the time interval of primitive events accurately.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the extended stochastic grammar is defined and the corresponding parsing algorithm is proposed.
Section 3 introduces our experiment system architecture and the techniques to detect
primitive events. Experimental results and some analysis are shown in Section 4.
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2 Extended Stochastic Grammar Representation and Parsing
2.1 Grammar Representation
A hierarchical event ontology similar to that in [11] is introduced to instruct grammar’s foundation. The events can be classified into three categories: primitive event,
single-agent event and multi-agent event. Primitive event is the simplest event that is
regarded as terminal in the grammar. Single-agent event is a combination of several
primitive events with temporal sequencing. Multi-agent event is composed of singleagent events, and the composition operator may be complex temporal relation.
Different from previous works, single-agent event and multi-agent event are represented by different strategies. Traditional production is used to define single-agent
event. For multi-agent event, we introduce seven temporal relation events (TRE) to
handle the complex temporal relations. TREs include: “before”, “overlap”, “during”,
“finish”, “meet”, “equal”, “start”. The meanings can refer to Allen’s interval logic
relations [4]. A TRE connects two common events that belong to different agents or
different agent groups involved in an interaction activity. For example, a production:

S → A

d u rin g

B

[p]

(1)

That means if an agent completes event A, another agent completes event B, and the
interval of event A is during the interval of event B, event S occurs. P is the conditional
probability of the production being chosen.
By introducing TREs, a multi-agent event can be represented conveniently. But
TREs are not actual primitive events. They are generated in the parsing process. So
the parsing algorithm must be changed.
2.2 Grammar Parsing
Our parsing algorithm is derived from the Earley-Stolcke algorithm [12] and its subsequent application to computer vision by Ivanov and Bobick [3]. Some parsing details, such as uncertainty handling may be found in their works. In the following, we
mainly explain our modification on the original parsing algorithm.
2.2.1 Parameters
Three parameters agent, start and end are augmented to characterize primitive event
and parsing state. So a parsing state can be represented as follows:

i:X

j

→ Y ⋅ d urin g Z [α , γ , a gent , sta rt , en d ]

(2)

where agent indicates the executor of a primitive event or parsing state. [start, end]
denotes the time interval of a primitive event or parsing state. α is called as forward
probability, γ is called as inner probability, the dot is the marker of the current position in the input string. For simplicity, α γ ’s computation can refer to [3].
2.2.2 Parsing algorithm
The Earley-Stolcke algorithm [12] analyzes a symbol string iteratively through three
steps: scanning, completion and prediction. We prefer to embed the modification in
such framework to assure the compatibility with the traditional parsing.
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Scanning:
According to the agent of the current scanned primitive event, new scanned states are
generated for the current state set as follows:
⎧⎪
a [ agent a , start a , end a ]
if agent a = agent s
⎨
⎪⎩ i − 1 : X k → λ ⋅ a µ [ agent s , start , end ]
⎪⎧ i : X k → λ a ⋅ µ [ a g e n t a , sta rt a , e n d a ] if λ = ε
⇒ ⎨
⎪⎩ i : X k → λ a ⋅ µ [ a g e n t a , sta rt , e n d a ] o th e rw ise

(3)

If the current scanned symbol is a TRE, the new scanned states should also be
added into the kth state set, which is prepared for the backtracking in completion step.
If no state is matched successfully with the agent constraint, there may be a new
agent appearing in the scene. Do scanning process again in those states whose agent is
zero. Here agent is zero means the state has not been specified by any agents.
⎧⎪ a [ a g e n t a , s ta r t a , e n d a ] if a g e n t a is a n e w a g e n t
⎨
⎪⎩ i − 1 : X k → λ ⋅ a µ [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] a p p e a r in g in th e s c e n e
⇒ i : X k → λ a ⋅ µ [ a g en t a , sta rt a , en d a ]

(4)

Besides the above operations, another function in scanning is to judge whether a
TRE should be generated in the next completion step. A sign flag will be evaluated as
true, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
a) In the last predicted state set, there is a predicted state that denotes the next
scanned event should be a TRE. We define the primitive event on the right part of the
TRE as the post-event, the left one as the pre-event;
b) The current scanned primitive event’s agent is different from the state that satisfies condition a.
Completion:
If the current scanned symbol is a TRE, there will be no completion step, because
there is no completed state in the current state set.
Otherwise, the completion process is implemented appending the agent constraint:
⎪⎧ i : Y j → v ⋅ ⎣⎡ agent f , start f , en d f ⎦⎤
if agent f = agent m
⎨
⎪⎩ j : X k → λ ⋅ Y µ [ agent m , start m , end m ]
⇒ i : X k → λ Y ⋅ µ ⎣⎡ a g e n t m , s ta r t m , e n d f ⎦⎤

(5)

Then, if the sign flag is true, a TRE can be generated according to the following steps:
First, in the current state set, some states whose production head is identical with
the post-event are selected out for the next temporal inference.
Then for each state selected in the last step, if the marker has been at the rightmost
position of the production, which means post-event has been completed, two values
are computed to measure the temporal relation between pre-event’s interval and postevent’s interval.

η 1 = ( post .start − pre .start ) / ( pre.end − pre .start )

(6)
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η 2 = ( post .end − pre .end ) / ( pre .end − pre.start )

(7)

where the post-start means post-event’s start point, post.end means the end point;
post-start means pre-event’s start point, post.end means the end point.
Finally, a TRE is generated according to Table 1. The threshold is selected empirically. If the post-event has not been completed, the end time must be later than the
pre-event’s end time, which can be equal to η 2 > 0.1 So TRE also can be generated
according to Table 1. The TRE’s agent is to be specified by a group agent: one is the
pre-event’s agent; another is the post-event’s agent.
Table 1. TRE generation

Conditions

η 2 > 0.1 ∧ η1 > 1.1
η 2 > 0.1 ∧ 0.9 < η1 ≤ 1.1
η 2 > 0.1 ∧ 0.1 < η1 ≤ 0.9
η 2 > 0.1 ∧ −0.1 < η1 ≤ 0.1
η 2 > 0.1 ∧ η1 ≤ −0.1
η 2 ≤ 0.1 ∧ η1 > 0.1
η 2 ≤ 0.1 ∧ η1 ≤ −0.1
η 2 ≤ 0.1 ∧ −0.1 < η1 ≤ 0.1

TRE
before
meet
overlap
start
during
i-finish
finish
equal

In the next iteration, the TREs become the scanned events. The event that triggered
the generation of TRE should be handled again after the scanning of TRE.
Prediction:
If the current scanned primitive event is a TRE, the prediction step only rewrites all
the predicted states in the last state set into the current state set. Otherwise, common
prediction is processed.
If the predicted production includes a TRE, the post-event of the TRE should also
be predicted:
⎧i : X k → λ ⋅ Z µ
⎪
⎨ Y → vω N
⎪ M → ψ
⎩

[a g e n t ,
if

ω

s ta r t , e n d
is a T R E

⎪⎧ i : Y i → ⋅v ω N [ a g e n t , 0 , 0 ]
⇒ ⎨
i : M i → ⋅ψ [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
⎪⎩

]

(8)

where RL ( Z ⇒ LY ) and RL ( N ⇒ L M ) are both nonzero. Here, the RL is the left corner
relation matrix [12].
Finally, all predicted states in the last state set whose agent is different from the
current scanned primitive event should be rewritten in the current state set, which are
prepared for handling other agent’s event in the next parsing iteration.
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3 System Architecture and Primitive Event Detection
3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture is shown in Figure 1. First, the video signal is fed into the
object detection and tracking module (red part of Figure 1) that includes the whole
low level processing. In this module, we can robustly obtain the moving object’s
position, direction and other low level features. Then each moving object’s feature
sequence (such as trajectory, etc) is fed into the primitive event detection module
(green part of Figure 1). In here, we train a HMM for each primitive event and a
backward-looking algorithm is implemented to detect whether a primitive event has
occurred. Once a primitive event has been detected, it is sent to the grammar parser
module (blue part of Figure 1) where the event is analyzed with context information.
Finally, higher semantic interpretation is inputted.

Fig. 1. System architecture

In our experiment, a tracking system was constructed, which used mean-shift
tracker to get the robust multiple objects’ trajectories and other low-level features.
The details on the tracking method may be found in [8].
3.2 Primitive Event Detection

As shown in [3], we also choose HMM as the primitive events’ detector. However
traditional HMM has the limitation on modeling the state duration [13], which often
leads to inaccurate detection results. In our experiment, the detected errors between
the detected results and the ground truths can reach nearly 30 frames if we only use
pure HMM as the primitive event detector. Such errors are unacceptable for the temporal inference in grammar parsing. For this problem, we use a simple histogram
method to measure the state duration density. Different with directly measuring from
the training sequences used in the segmental k-means procedure [13], we count each
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Fig. 2. Normalized duration Histograms for the 3-state HMM of a primitive event in our
experiment

state’s duration in Viterbi path to acquire each state’s duration histogram. A histograms for a 3-state HMM of a primitive event in our experiment is shown in Figure 2.
For primitive event detection, first the Viterbi path and the corresponding probability is computed for an observed sequence. Then as proposed in [13], a post-processor
is added to the Viterbi probability according to the explicit state duration histogram:
l o g p%

(q , O

| λ

)

= lo g p

(q , O

| λ

N

)+ ∑

lo g p

j =1

j

(d

j

)

(9)

where d j is the duration of state j along the Viterbi path, p ( q, O | λ ) is the Viterbi
probability and p j (d j ) is the duration probability of state j.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis
Here, “telephone calling” activity is introduced to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our methods. In our study, a telephone calling activity can be decomposed into two
hands’ cooperative actions. The left hand and right hand are regarded as two agents. It
is our experiment’s target to recognize the temporal relation between “pick up phone”
and “dial telephone number”. The temporal relations between the two sub-events can
be described as variant types: before, during and overlap.

Fig. 3. Two types of “telephone calling” activities
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Fig. 4. “Telephone calling” activity grammar

Two types of “telephone calling” activities are presented in Figure 3. The left picture shows the "pick up" action is before the "dial telephone number" action. The
right one shows the "dial telephone number" action is during the "pick up" action.
According to prior knowledge, we obtain the activity grammar, as shown in Figure 4.
We have recorded 12 consecutive “telephone calling” activities. Using our tracking
system, 48 trajectories are acquired by specifying different initial tracking position.
Among these 48 trajectories, 40 consecutive trajectories are used to train HMMs and
explicit state duration model. Other trajectories are used to test. For each primitive
event, we train 3-states HMM with a Gaussian Mixture output probability.
To compare primitive event detection accuracy between pure HMM and HMM
with explicit state duration model, the results are evaluated by labeling each frame.
For each frame a values is evaluated that specify whether a particular primitive event
is active or inactive. By comparing these labels with ground truth, we can compute
the overall-correct ratio as [correct_positive+ correct_negative]/[all_frames]. The
statistical results are available in the left part of Table 2. As shown in this table, the
detector with explicit duration model is more accurate than the pure HMM detector.
The middle part of Table 2 shows the results on primitive event detection. The
right part is TREs recognition results through grammar parsing. We can find that the
temporal relations are all recognized successfully, and all the true primitive events are
recognized, but there are many insertion errors in primitive event detection. Two
reasons may lead to the problem: (1) due to the influence of viewing angle, the trajectories of some primitive events are very similar in the image coordinate. So a
trajectory segment may be received by two HMMs simultaneously. For example, the
trajectory of action “w” is very similar to the trajectory of action “p” in our experiments. (2) Some primitive events are just a part of other primitive events in the trajectory space. For example, the trajectory the action “t” is just a part of the action “e”.
But these errors can be corrected completely through grammar parsing, as shown in
the last column of middle part of Table 2.
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Table 2. Recognition results. The left and middle parts are the results for primitive events
detection. The right part denotes the recognition result of TREs. The symbols’ meaning can be
referred to Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the “telephone calling” activity recognition process

Two activity recognition processes are shown in Figure 5. In the left part, the
primitive events detection results are shown at the top, including left hand and right
hand’s actions. Compared with the ground truth (the thick line), the detection result is
accurate enough for the temporal inference. The symbol string in the middle part is
the primitive events string, the number in the bracket represent the primitive events’
agent (“1” represents left hand, “2” two represents right hand). The events are ordered
by their end times. At the bottom, the parsing tree is shown. The symbol “Z” and
other capital letters of terminals (“R”, etc) are all derived by the skip rule that is used
for correcting insertion errors [3]. As we can see, the whole activity is recognized
successfully, the “U” action (pick up) is before the “I” action (dial telephone number),
and the insertion error “t” is corrected. The right part of Figure 5 shows another type
of “telephone calling” activity, the temporal relation “during” between the “I” action
(dial telephone number) and the “U” action (pick up) is also recognized successfully.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended the traditional stochastic grammar and designed the
corresponding parsing algorithm to recognize complex activities involving parallel
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temporal relations. We have applied the extended stochastic grammar parser in an
activity recognition system. For accurate primitive event detection, a simple method
has been proposed to model the explicit state duration probability distribution in the
HMM detector. Experimental results have demonstrated the validity of our method.
An advantage of the two phases strategy is also shown: higher grammar parsing can
correct the errors in lower primitive event detection that may be difficult to be identified only using image features due to some reasons (viewing angle, etc).
In this work, the grammar is defined manually. In the future work, the association
rules between primitive events may be learned using some data mining techniques.
The quantitative description of the temporal relations is also our future work.
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